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Bluetooth compliant

Jesus speaking:

Signs, wonders and miracles, all hidden away by the dark one’s sleight of hand; that is

until someone, inspired by My hand reveals the perfidy. Continue to pray that I expose

the enemy’s moves. I tell you, My loves, technologies like Bluetooth are the means the

wicked one uses to fulfill Revelation 13:16. It is far later than the world thinks. Even

many of My very elect are being deceived into thinking there is yet time before the Man

of Sin will be revealed. The vaccination is the vehicle and wherever the Bluetooth

compliant scanner is positioned on the body that marks the spot. The technology is here,

and they are forcing the world to take it based on a trumped-up medical emergency. The

world is taking it; the churches are taking it. ALL are taking it; all except those few that

rebel. Yet My dearest disciples, how long will the people demonstrate, how long will they

resist change? Their resistance to change is what got them into this mess in the first

place. Oh complacent man, who lives for the things of this world, and who now has to

pay the fiddler. Man hates change, but I love it. All things must change. The chips are

falling into place, and no, it is not what everyone expected. As usual, the evil one hides

his hand in order to deceive the masses into his trap. It is men like this man on the video

who exposes the dirty work of the devil, so that those that still hear will hear. As for the

rest …well, they will only believe when the rain begins to fall on their unbelieving heads.

But by then it is too late, the ark doors are closed and My believing children are safely

tucked inside. Thus they unwittingly fulfilling My Word; “As the days of Noah were, so

also shall the coming of the Son of man be; eating and drinking, marrying and giving in

marriage until the day that Noah entered the ark”.
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I am your ark. The keys open the door to the wilderness where I will hide you, My

dearest loves, from the wrath of the wicked ones, as they rampage around the earth in

their quest to control all, both rich and poor free and bond great and small. Do not fear;

when the hour comes, I will make a way of escape, so that you do not fall into the snare

of the Fowler. Turn aside sweet ones; take the rugged road that leads to higher ground.

Do not think that all things will return to normal; this is not the evil one’s plan. This is

not the plan of God; this is not the voice of My Word. I am even at the door. The last days

have begun, and there is no turning back to normal. Beware, the hand squeezes the

unsuspecting, those that walk in darkness; but you who walk by the light of My Word

must take the faith road the upper road, calling, always calling to those who would listen.

The Vaccine Contains Your Barcode.

Dr. Chinda Brandolino refers to the technology that makes it possible for the Bluetooth

to read codes in inoculated individuals.

French bluetooth phone pick’s up who’s vaccinated by mobile number! It’s in French, but

you’ll understand by watching!

Bluetooth 5 finding out RFID2020 on people.

Vaxxed Trifecta: Magnetic, Barcoded, and bioluminescent + Bluetooth Enabled!

Go to this video
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https://www.henrymakow.com/2021/09/the-jabbed-connect-to-bluetooth.html
https://www.brighteon.com/19dc278e-0303-4424-a3cd-8ce4e5c97a18
https://www.brighteon.com/03ca0d65-c700-4ebd-9603-1cfe70b1151b
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https://youtu.be/fjr5O3m4z-A

